Huycoil
High quality assembled fabric technology.
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Technology
Xerium Huycoil assembled fabrics are ideal for positions on machines producing Airlaid, as well as applications where elevated temperatures are used.

The Huycoil family of spiral fabrics are manufactured from a wide range of polymers to match your machine’s requirements including; high molecular weight polyester, PTFE fluorocarbon for contamination resistance, and PPS Ryton.

Another major feature of Huycoil assembled fabrics is the ability to replace damaged areas with new sections.

Huycoil spiral fabrics are also available in several spiral sizes and shapes to fit the application.

Benefits
The major properties of these spiral fabrics include:

- Excellent contamination resistance
- Superior dimensional stability
- Ease of installation
- No seam mark, because there is no seam
- Excellent guiding and tracking

For more information contact your Xerium representative, or visit Xerium.com.